Imagine Language & Literacy Reporting

Data to drive breakthroughs in literacy and English language proficiency
Clear, Measurable Data and Reports

Usage Report
Available for teachers, campus leaders, and district administrators

This report can:

- Provide usage reports for any school, class, or student assigned
- Give insight into current weekly student usage and predicted end-of-year student usage
- Help you determine if there is a need to adjust usage to meet your goals

Filter by time period (week, month, year, or your custom selection)
Benchmark Assessment Report
Available for campus leaders and district administrators

This report can:

- Indicate status of the benchmark assessment (not started, in progress, or complete)
- Give insight into how student performance evolves over time
Progress Reports

Program Level Gains Report

Available for campus leaders and district administrators

This report can:

- Give insight into student growth by comparing students’ current placement with their initial starting point
- Indicate if a student, group, grade level, or campus is working above, on, or below grade level based on their initial and current placement
- Provide current weekly student usage and predicted end-of-year student usage
- Show the average number of literacy, grammar, and oral vocabulary lessons passed per active student
Progress by Lesson
Available for teachers, campus leaders, and district administrators

This report can:

- Indicate student placement into the learning sequence
- Provide insight into student progress on lessons
- Showcase student achievement in the program — what they have accomplished and what’s new
**Action Areas Tool**  
*Available for teachers*

This report can:

- Determine when students need additional help
- Identify areas for reteaching by student, skill, and standard
- Open the intervention tool to take immediate action by assigning students customized playlists of recommended resources

---

**My Playlist Report**  
*Available for teachers*

This report can:

- Indicate how students performed on their assigned playlists
- Highlight where intervention has been successful and remaining areas of need
- Suggest resources for next steps
Portfolio
Available for teachers

This report can:

- Indicate new student artifacts like writing or oral fluency recordings for review
- New! Fluent Reader+ auto-scores words correct per minute (WCPM) and accuracy for oral reading fluency

Request a demo of Imagine Language & Literacy
to see all the data and reports available!
With clear, measurable data, educators can inform instruction and provide a personalized, adaptive learning experience.